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Abstract: Increasing role of postindustrial territories landscape-ecological reconstruction becomes more
recognized as urban development is touching with additional areas requirement for new functions distribution.
For St. Petersburg, having big former industrial areas, the necessity to find optimal solution to use these
territories on the most effective way became evident. Looking for new methods of postindustrial landscape
organization on the base of international experience study might give several answers how to put contemporary
ideas  into  practice  in  St.  Petersburg.  For  this  purpose  postindustrial  territories  landscape  transformation
on the example of Landesgartenschau 2012 in Bamberg, Germany organization are analyzed. Bamberg
Landesgartenschau with "starting landscape" algorithm realization helps to understand, how previously
negative aesthetical and ecological territories images changing might provide certain psychological barrier in
the  public  imagination  overcoming  and  giving  strong  impulse  for future development. Some examples of
St. Petersburg present urban practice in the field of postindustrial territories functional transformation and
ecological reconstruction are analyzed to compare the directions of first steps in “grey” belt redevelopment.
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INTRODUCTION industrial zone redevelopment is becoming more evident

Architectural environment of St. Petersburg is diverse buildings are for a long time surrounded with ecologically
and contradictory; this city has a number of historical non balanced, aesthetically non attractive and
images. The antithesis of world-famous parade imperial functionally non effective used open spaces, becomes the
city is formed by an industrial belt which surrounds the subject of required scientific researches to improve the
historic center with massive redbrick buildings having existing situation [4].
huge chimneys and water-towers. Namely, these industrial This problem has recently become more acute as new
territories, formerly being closed, serve as a reserve which construction has been actively intruded in the historic
can relieve pressure of the historic center and accelerate center [5]. However, the conducted analysis of the current
the process of new space and landscape formation [1]. state of St. Petersburg historic industrial landscapes
Situated between new expanded residential areas and enables to detect the initial manifestation of such
historical centre zones, many industrial territories are tendencies [6].
occupying very convenient positions nearly to transport Already during several decades German experience to
infrastructure and parts of potentially attractive combine territories ecological reconstruction, economical
landscape, for example, rivers and canals. development and social adaptation by regularly landscape

During the postindustrial period, the necessity of events like Gartenschau (Federal Gardening Exhibition)
major revision of the city's policy in the sphere of arranging gives many reasons to think about this way as

[2–3]. Landscape of “gray” belt, where old industrial
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evident approach to change mostly negative image of adaptation to new using means might have the most
postindustrial territories. One of the most interesting effective answer for the visitors interests, including
aspects of such transformation is the approach of new arranging of small cafe, technical exhibitions with
landscape structure creation to provide social activities preserved mechanisms or interactive installations
increasing in the friendly environment maintenance. including. Several industrial structures, that were included
Example of passed Landesgartenschau in Bamberg on in the new landscape in Bamberg, had less technological
2012 [7], already became the history, has in scientific sense, but more addressed to the memory of site and
sense some important positions to be analyzed. previous using remembering.

MATERIALS AND METHODS transformation is new spatial and structural components

Traditionally the places for future Gartenschau Method of structural landscape change using is
organization in Germany are determined according to the especially required after long time domination in the
national programs and are realized with necessary factories territories such characteristics as monotones, flat
financial supporting [8]. The aim to transform ground level surfaces and minimal variety of nature
postindustrial landscape from problematic situation components. Landesgartenschau authors had operated
towards sustainable developed territories usually includes with new artificial relief and new artificial canal
a lot of technological, ecological, aesthetical, cultural, construction: plastically reach and silhouette active relief
social, economical and even political aspects. Each case was done by using of waves and hills with grass surface
has several peculiarities, as from the point of view of by covering recultivated soil in the bottom. This position
natural resources, as well from the point of preserving or is quite important to mark that in postindustrial territories
partly demolishing industrial buildings. In Bamberg on big amount of new vegetation planting is not mostly
2012 Bavarian Garden Show had been arranged on the required, as creation in the image of space something
territory of 18,5 hectares [9]. radically new and really opposite to previous situation. In

During long time (started on 1856) of using for textile this sense new fish-canal, length 1200 meters (expenses
industry   development   by  Bamberg  Mechanical for construction 2 Million Euro), done in the centre of
Cotton-Spinning and Weaving Company big part of ERBA-park from July 2009 up to March 2010 [10], really
territory was occupied by factory buildings between two radically changed landscape situation.
water spaces. From 1927 the Erlangen-Bamberg cotton mill The method of open spaces wide functional filling on
(ERBA for short) had developed big amount of raw  fabric postindustrial territories is very important to introduce
production that was successfully continued up to late better recreational offer. Following to this version of open
1992 and early 1993, when the factory had filed for spaces functional transformation in Bamberg sport sites
bankruptcy [7]. were alternated with thematic gardens, playgrounds for

In 2007 idea to arrange Landesgartenschau on the kids connected with sites for the rest on the hills,
previously  used  by  ERBA  territories  was  offered  by vegetable gardens included together with urban farm for
Stadt Bamberg and the works had taken place from 2009 agricultural functions effective integration. Making
up to 2012. Total expences for the program realization developed paths network crossing different functions
were 14,2 Million Euro [9]. For certain logic of zones the authors of concept – Berlin, Tragwerksplanung
postindustrial landscape transformation understanding, (Brückenbauwerke, Leitfaden): Grad Ingenieurplanungen,
Bamberg example might be used for many others Ingolstadt [9] were realized the system of rest points with
problematic sites positive changing. seats and tents between plants.

Methods of Landscape Transformation: Looking at transformation one it is significant to mark- the method of
example of Bamberg Landesgartenschau as approach to semantic environment modeling, following the spirit of
transform territories with certain problems towards more postindustrial territories. It was reflected in several sites
actively used space and ecologically balanced and objects interpretation in order to make certain
environment some of methods could be marked as symbolical “bridges” with the history and peculiarities of
potential for application. One of resources for such previous industrial use. For example, some playground
methods using is related with converted industrial structural interpretation was arranged as wooden long
buildings. Functional changing of interior spaces and sloped ribbon very similar visually to long fabric ribbon.

Next method of postindustrial territories landscape

introduction, involving additional natural resource.

Between the methods of landscape visual
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New Landscape in St. Petersburg's Industrial Belt: One CONCLUSIONS
of the most significant from historic and cultural point of
view and appropriate for redevelopment utility complexes Territories previously used for industrial production
is Novaya Gollandiya, a triangle islet which formerly are offering big spatial occasion for urban landscape
served for ship timber storehouses. This work of early transformation by means consecutive ecological
classicism became one of the city's symbols, but this reconstruction with more balanced situation receiving.
complex was a closed area during the Soviet period and German experience to use for this purpose
used for military storehouses. Since 1990-s unsuccessful Landesgartenschau as approach to transform former
efforts have been made in order to revive, restore and industrial areas into ecologically balanced areas by
transform it into a multi-purpose cultural and tourist arranging such event as big landscape technologies
complex. Thus, after all transformations and changes of exhibitions has certain priorities from the point of view
ownership the investment tender was issued in 2010 green infrastructure growth and gives a lot of subjects for
which was won by LLC Novaya Gollandiya [11]. Later, analysis.
there was declared a competition for a concept of the For St. Petersburg this way, combining ecological
monument development. According to the winning situation improvement and postindustrial areas social
project proposed by WorkAC, an American architect adaptation, new cultural spaces creation and usage of
bureau, the existing buildings will be reconstructed in innovative technologies might give a qualitatively new
various art and commercial buildings and the prison answer on many traditional problems. Realization of
building will become a hotel [12]. additional green spaces as "starting landscape" could

Concurrently with the preparation of the complex offer wide possibility for experimental spaces modeling,
adaptation project and concept, the new owner has begun combining changes of landscape structure with new
his actual work governed by the starting landscape functional logic of postindustrial areas.
method. Along with conservation and restoration of the
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